On Friday, 13 March, Murray Bridge High School held its Annual Sports Day, with the oval being turned into an athletics spectacular. Participation rates from students across all year levels was extremely good and those who were not involved in events still managed to show their true colours by dressing up in their house colours and supporting their teams.

We were blessed with fantastic weather throughout the day, and the conditions provided students with the opportunity to post fast running times and achieve personal bests in the field events.

Early on in the day the 4 houses (Barker, Hindmarsh, Murray, and Sturt) were quite evenly matched, but as the day progressed it became a race in two between Barker and Sturt.

With only 100 points separating these two teams throughout the later stages of the day, the result could have gone either way. In the end however, Sturt house prevailed taking out the championship followed by Barker, Murray and Hindmarsh.

Individual year level champions were:

Year 8: Karleena Sunderland and Adam Kobanova

Year 9: Kiralee Melhuish and Jordan Richards

Year 10: Kiahn Bockman and Kane McDonald

Year 11: Emily Edwards and Tom Lang

Year 12: Cassie Brion and Matthew Lord

Students who performed well on the day now have the opportunity to be a part of the Athletics Squad that competes at SANTOS Stadium in Week 10 against other schools.

A big thankyou to all members of staff for their efforts throughout the day and congratulations to everyone involved on a successful and rewarding whole school event.
MBHS SPORTS DAY 2009

1. Danielle Woolford, Geraldine Napier, Ashley Heiron, Aluel Kuolrot, Jasmin Isaacson, Renay Persello and Brianna Burt.